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1. General 

1.1. Product version 

6.0.1 

1.2. Date of release 

11
th

 July 2013 

1.3. Target audience 

This document is for technical users of Bonita BPM. 
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2. Functional update 

2.1. Bonita BPM Studio 

2.1.1. Naming update 

In actor filter definition, for better understanding,  

The filter called "same-task-user" in 6.0 has been renamed by "task performer" in 6.0.1 

The following description has also been added: "that filter uses a task name and returns the user who 

performed it"  

2.1.2. SAP jco2 connector 

The SAP connector can be used to call an SAP function (BAPI, RFC or ZBAPI). 

The advanced wizard provides auto completion capabilities. 

2.1.3. Start timer condition 

New dialog that enables the user to graphically pick a date, define a cycle or a duration without coding. 

In case of cycle, a cron generator automatically generates the resulting cron expression. 

User can edit the expression if necessary. 

2.2. Bonita BPM Engine 

2.2.1. SQL Server 

Improvements on the SQL Server have been done. 

2.3. Bonita BPM Portal and form 

To provide a better visibility in the report, a screen shot has been added in right column of the report. 

A loader has been added in the form and in the report during loading. 
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3. Technical changes 

3.1. Deployment 

The LDAP synchronizer is now included into the BonitaBPMSubscription-6.0.1-deploy.zip package 
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4. Bugs fixed 

4.1. Bonita BPM Engine 

Summary 

 ENGINE-1330 IdentityAPI: user membership not paginated 

 ENGINE-1363 After import organization, membership of users is not updated 

 ENGINE-1398 StartIndex and maxResults are never used in getUserMembershipsByRole 

 ENGINE-1421 User filter not working, throws exception 

 ENGINE-1438 ExpressionEvaluationException when task(having external data dependency) left 

active for long time 

 ENGINE-1451 Inexact Engine log when gateway fail 

 ENGINE-1458 Data type dependencies go missing randomly resulting in 'No class def found' 

 ENGINE-1459 Email connector tasks failed, appear twice 

 ENGINE-1460 Confirmation message template failure 

 ENGINE-1463 Re-deployment from Studio fails for an already deployed process 

 ENGINE-1464 Data transient are lost after a while 

 ENGINE-1466 We can't update connector implementation in the portal if the class name is not 

updated in the new implementation 

 ENGINE-1467 Can't use data mapping on call activities if both Step Data and Process data are 

used 

 ENGINE-1471 NullPointerException when submitting case start form 

 ENGINE-1473 Engine exception on process with multi-instantiated activity (regression) 

 ENGINE-1498 Dependency conflict when using same external libraries in two pools connected by 

call activity 

 ENGINE-1526 Could not find UserTransaction in JNDI [java:comp/UserTransaction] 

 ENGINE-1556 Can't start a bundle jboss 

 ENGINE-1557 [SQL Server] Unexpected paginated results when searching human tasks and using 

a sort criterion 

 ENGINE-1578 SQLServer encoding 
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4.2. Bonita BPM Studio 

Summary 

5.9/5.10 import feature 

 STUDIO-2474 Actor defined in lane attribute is not well migrated from 5.x to 6.x 

 STUDIO-2476 Cannot import process from 5.9/5.10 if an attachment has/had an initial value 

 STUDIO-2485 Not possible to update any variable if migrated from 5.x to 6.x 

 STUDIO-2361 Import from 5.9 fails with processes containing FileWidget 
KPI 

 STUDIO-2428 Issue with using KPI when using groovy script with the graphical editor 

 STUDIO-2239 Importing an incorrect KPI file doesn’t give any errors 
Connector 

 STUDIO-2520 Impossible to edit a saved connector configuration 

 STUDIO-2525 cannot create SAP connector 

 STUDIO-2535 Empty actor mapping when building bar with BonitaStudioBuilder (workspace API) 

 STUDIO-2402 generated Connector .impl file does not contain main connector jar in dependency 
jar list 

 STUDIO-2398 Edit connector configuration fails when double-clicking on a Connector  

 STUDIO-2336 [connector in start form case]: LoggedUserId engine variable is not available 

 STUDIO-2397 Import/Export diagram: email connector "if connector fails" problem 

 STUDIO-2394 Form field name ${name} saved instead of value in database when using the 
connector graphic wizard 

Validation 

 STUDIO-2459 validation detects empty names for sequence flows but these are not mandatory 
Forms 

 STUDIO-2344 Read only file widget with an initial value + output operation, doesn't work 

 STUDIO-2332 Preview doesn't work on a form of a task from an extracted subprocess 

 STUDIO-2370 Cannot preview form with custom Look'n'feel 

 STUDIO-2343 Export process problem with read only file widget 

 STUDIO-2407 variables not visible when using a group in a form 
Message 

 STUDIO-2331 CatchMessage can catch a message from a throwEvent of the same process 

 STUDIO-2319 When changing target of message Flow graphically, it is not updated 

 STUDIO-2423 Message: target task list is not complete when 2 processes with same name and 
different version exist 

Others 

 STUDIO-2341 Tomcat shutdown when the network connection is lost 

 STUDIO-2338 Cannot use SP Identity API through apiAccessor in Studio (SP APIAccessor returns 
BOS IdentityAPI) 

 STUDIO-2357 When trying to import process template, throws error soap-encoding.xsd not a 
valid file 

 STUDIO-2364 Copy/Paste feature in studio : multiple "Copy of" for transitions 

 STUDIO-2391 License: wrong license error 27 

 STUDIO-2420 On copying a task, the dependencies resolution doesn't get copied 

 STUDIO-2437 "Download default..." failed in the Look'n'feel description 

 STUDIO-2205 Special characters such as “?" "!" ’ "&" should be supported to name a BPMN 
element 
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4.3. Bonita BPM Portal 

Summary 

Report: 

 WEB-2586 Report is switching to english after selecting any element in a combobox 

 WEB-2602 Reports / MySQL / Bar chart counters are always showing 1 item (case or task) when 
displaying several date categories 

 WEB-2546 When the task is not assigned to any user, the reports assigned to shows null null 

 WEB-2550 done task number & open task number are wrong at simple tasks executions 

 WEB-2565 reports do not display sub tasks 

 WEB-2549 Case average time export report  doesn’t list the cases at the bottom 

 WEB-2552 When you select a from or to date in parameters of reports, the dropdown stays 

 WEB-2581 Reports / Oracle database / Bar chart counters are always showing 1 item (case or task) on a 
daily basis 

 WEB-2582 human tasks executed by system due to timeouts are not handled by reports 
Mobile: 

 WEB-2447 "Cancel" button is needed in pop-in 

 WEB-2604 [mobile] it is not possible to create a subtask 
Others 

 WEB-2208 categories' title is missing in left column, in User profile 

 WEB-2224 we can create a login with a space but we cannot login afterwards 

 WEB-2238 related pool is missing on performed tasks in middle column 

 WEB-2259 confirmation window missing in delete button for disabled apps in the middle column 

 WEB-2459 Deploy bundle zip file doesn't have a top folder 

 WEB-2537 login page is not translated 

 WEB-2553 Archived Tasks label in reports should be replaced with Done Tasks 

 WEB-2567 The language preference is not kept when you come back on the portal 

 WEB-2618 [Security] attachmentImage Servlet vulnerable to bypass business logic attack 

 WEB-2646 Form Level Transient Data gets over written (report 5.x fix to 6.x) 

 WEB-2650 The connectors list in the Service task detailed view: It contains a list of **ALL** connectors 
of the platform 

 WEB-2663 'Bonita Portal' SQUARE link not appearing on 'form app' ON FIREFOX 

 WEB-2708 sub tasks calendar is broken on firefox 

 WEB-2723 NPE when getting the form of the activity 

 WEB-2726 on Firefox, 'Bonita Portal' does not appear as a link but as a simple text 
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5. Related Links 

- Sources: http://www.bonitasoft.org/websvn/listing.php?repname=Bonita+Open+Solution&path=%2F&  
 
- Customer Portal: http://www.bonitasoft.com/resources/customer-portal/  

 

- Bonita BPM Community:  

 Javadoc client:  

 http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/community/client/index.html 

 Javadoc common: 

http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/community/common/index.html 

 Software: http://www.bonitasoft.com/products/download-bpm-software-and-documentation 

 

- Bonita BPM Subscription: 

  Javadoc client: http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/sp/client/index.html 

 Javadoc common: http://documentation.bonitasoft.com/javadoc/api/6.0/sp/common/index.html 

 Software: http://www.bonitasoft.com/resources/customer-portal/  
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